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Command Port-of-Entry Ramp Monitoring

This document shows how to configure and use the ramp monitoring system. The following is a list of the several parts that make 
up the ramp monitoring system:

 ˽ SmartSensor Advance (SS200) is used to detect queues forming on the exit ramp based on user-defined thresholds.
 ˽ Command Translator listens to all the messages from the SmartSensor Advance that are pushed through a TCP/IP network 

via a Click 301 serial to Ethernet converter.
 ˽ Command Monitor analyzes those sensor messages and provides alerts when the sensor detects a queue.
 ˽ Monitor Widget has been customized to allow you to receive the queue alerts and then automatically close the ramp.

Most of the direct user interaction with this system will be through Monitor. Although the Command Monitor User Guide already 
exists, the intent of this document is to provide additional information not covered in the Command Monitor User Guide.

Monitor has three parts:  background service, web application and the Widget. The background service does all of the processing; 
the web application provides a way to manage the entire system; and the Widget is designed to be installed on one or more work-
stations within the network to allow operators to receive desired alerts on their own computer screen.

Users
In the case of the Idaho Transportation Department, there will be two levels of system users: administrators and inspectors. The 
administrators will have full access to every part of the system; the inspectors will only have limited access to change settings and 
configuration options.

Web Application
Only administrators will have the access needed to change alert settings via the web application. The administrators will need to 
configure or maintain settings regarding all users, the Queue Detection Test and the mapping between the sensor and the surveil-
lance camera.

Sensor/Camera Configuration
In order to have the camera link appear in the alerts on the Widget, a camera must be mapped to a sensor. In order to map a camera 
to a sensor, the sensor must be added to the system.

To manually add a sensor, navigate to the System page and select the Routes tab. Use the Add New Sensor section at the bottom 
to add the appropriate information and then click the Create New Sensor button. Sensors that have been manually added in this 
manner can be seen under the Available Sensors list on the Routes tab. To remove a sensor that was manually added, find the sen-
sor in the available sensors list and then click the red x icon.

Once the sensor has been added, it needs to be mapped to a camera. This is done under System on the Cameras tab. Enter a name 
for the camera in the Camera Name field, enter Browser for the Camera Action and then enter the URL for the camera in the 
Action Parameter field. Click the green plus sign for the sensor that you wish to map to the entered camera information.
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Monitor Configuration
This system will typically contain three monitors:  Queue-Detected, Queue Warning and No Data Warning. When alerts from 
the Queue-Detected monitor are received, the Widget will automatically close down the ramp. Alerts from the Queue Warning 
monitor are intended to provide inspectors with a chance to manage the traffic and thus avoid having the port shut down automati-
cally. The No Data alert will indicate that something is wrong with the system and troubleshooting needs to occur. The settings for 
these monitors will differ only slightly.

DB Connection
 ˽ Host – localhost
 ˽ Database – CMD_POE
 ˽ Table – TruckQueue
 ˽ User – <database user>
 ˽ Password – <database password>

Queue Parameters
 ˽ Queue ID – This field is not used when configuring the warning monitor. For the queue-detected monitor, this ID can be any-

thing as long as the same ID is used later to configure the Widget so it knows which alert trigger is closing down the ramp.
 ˽ Queue Detection Channel (1-8) – This field provides a way to adjust the desired thresholds. This value will provide the main 

difference between the queue warning alert and the queue-detected alert. The SmartSensor Advance can be configured to use 
up to eight separate output channels with each channel having independent settings. 
We designed this system to use channels with the exact same setup, but with varying speed thresholds. The idea is to have 
the warning alert be triggered by any of the channel outputs while the actual alert will only be triggered by those with slower 
speeds.

To enable this, set the warning alert to “1” for this value. This means that when any of the channel outputs signal a queue, the 
alert will be generated. Then, set up the queue-detected alert to use a higher-numbered channel that has more strict thresholds. 
This could be accomplished with only two channels, where channel 1 has a speed setting of 20 mph or less and channel 2 has a 
speed setting of 8 mph or less, or all 8 channels could be employed with each having a speed threshold 2 or 3 mph lower than 
the previous channel. Under the latter scenario, the warning alert would still use a value of “1,” while the queue-detected alert 
would have a higher value (perhaps 5 or 6).

Queue Detection Channel Speed Mapping (optional)
The speed values for channels 1 through 8 need to be configured with values that match the settings used on the actual Advance 
sensor. The speeds should decrease as the channel values increase, meaning channel 2 should have a slower speed value than chan-
nel 1.

Expired Data Parameters
 ˽ Alert if data is older than – This parameter is used to generate an alert if data is not being received from the sensor. This pro-

vides a way for the inspectors to know if there is a problem with the system not functioning properly. 

Sensors
To enable the inclusion of the camera link in the alert, the correct sensor must be selected from the sensors list. 

Once all the queue detection monitor settings have been configured, click the Save Changes button at the bottom of the screen.

Note. This is only one step in saving the monitor. Once all the other settings for the monitor have been entered, 
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including a name and an execution schedule, you must click the Save button at the top of the screen.

User Configuration
Administrators will need to create one or more inspector accounts that will only have permissions to view settings. The appropriate 
inspector account privilege settings can be seen in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1 – Account Privilege Settings

Subscriptions
Once the appropriate accounts have been created, the subscriptions need to be set up appropriately. Each user can be subscribed 
to receive alerts from one or more monitors. In this case, there will usually be three monitors: Queue-Detected, Queue Warning 
and No Data.

The Queue-Detected alert will close down the ramp automatically. The Queue Warning will have different thresholds in order 
to provide the inspectors with some time to manage the ramp and avoid closing down the port of entry. The No Data alert will 
indicate a problem with the detector or communication between the computer and the detector. Thus inspectors will need to be 
subscribed to both alerts.

These monitors are managed under the Subscriptions page. Select the appropriate user from the drop down list in the Subscriptions 
page and then check the subscribe box for each desired monitor (see Figure 2).

Figure 2 – Subscriptions
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Widget
The main functionality of the Widget can be found in the Command Monitor User Guide; this document will only cover the custom 
portions. When the Widget is in port-of-entry monitoring mode, a POE button will appear in the bottom left of the screen. Click 
the POE button to bring up the Port-of-Entry screen. This screen allows you to control the sign status and mode, run reports and 
configure the sign and alert settings (see Figure 3).

Figure 3 – Widget

Sign Status
To manually change the sign status, click on either the Set Sign to Open button or the Set Sign to Closed button. Only one of 
these buttons will be enabled at a time. A confirmation window will appear before changes are made to the sign.

Note. There is no way for the Widget to query the sign controller to determine the current state. This means that it 
is possible for the Widget to think the sign is in one state when in fact it is in another state. If the state was changed 
from some external system, you will need to manually push the buttons to get the Widget back in sync with the 
sign.

Sign Mode
The sign can be in either Automatic or Manual mode; the normal operating mode is Automatic. When in Automatic mode, the 
Widget will be allowed to close the ramp sign when the queue-detected alert is received. If the system is in manual mode and a 
queue-detected alert is received, the queue will be recorded for logging purposes, but the sign will not be closed.

Note. The system will never change the sign status to open automatically. This action is only allowed by human 
operators.

Reports
Only administrators are allowed to create reports. After clicking the Create Report button, it will ask for administrator login 
before proceeding.

To create a report:
1 Select a desired beginning and end time.
2 Select one or more report types.
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3 If desired, change the output directory.
4 Click the Create Report button.

If an administrator successfully logs in, the report(s) will be created and links to the selected report types will appear.

Configuration
Click the Configuration button to open the configuration screen. Only administrators are allowed to modify settings, so after 
clicking the Save button it will ask for administrator credentials. There are two configuration sections on this screen.

Sign Info
The following is the information required to communicate with the sign controller and change the sign to open or closed:

 ˽ Name – Used only for human identification purposes.
 ˽ IP – The IP address or hostname for the sign controller.
 ˽ Port – The port on which the sign controller is listening. 

Queue Alert Info
The Queue ID is what links the sign control to the appropriate queue detection monitor. Enter the same ID here exactly as it was 
entered in the queue detection monitor settings.
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